Bookme.pk and 1LINK join hands to digitize payments across
Pakistan
Bookme Tickets Pvt Ltd (Bookme.pk) and 1LINK (Pvt) Limited (1LINK) have partnered for 1LINK – 1BILL
aggregation services to simplify digital payments for Bookme.pk’s 4.5 Mln customers across Pakistan. This
partnership aims to cater to the growing consumer demand for convenient and cost-effective digital payment
options. This strategic partnership will further drive the digital payments landscape in Pakistan.
With this collaboration, Bookme.pk customers will be able to make real-time online payments for their bus,
cinema, airlines and events e-tickets through 1LINK member banks’ respective digital banking channels
including mobile and internet banking channels. Once customer’s payment is confirmed, the e-tickets will be
issued instantly for further use.
“There is a seismic shift in consumer behavior towards efficient and secure digital payment platforms during
COVID-19 across the country. Customers expect secure and frictionless online experiences and we are trying
to build a customer-centric platform to cater to their needs. We are delighted to partner with Pakistan’s
largest switch and payment system to simplify digital payments and create a seamless and frictionless online
payment experience for our e-ticketing customers.” – Said Faizan Aslam, CEO - Bookme.pk.
Mr. Najeeb Agrawalla, CEO - 1LINK commented, “Pakistan is moving towards a digitized society and 1LINK is
fully committed in creating avenues for this shift. This collaboration with Bookme for bill aggregation services
will fuel the drive towards digitization of payments, especially in the post-COVID-19 environment. We are
confident that users will be appreciative of the expediency that 1LINK – 1BILL proposition brings to the
payments industry.”
About Bookme.pk:
Bookme.pk is Pakistan’s largest online ticketing platform in Bus, Airlines, Cinema, Events and Logistics industries and one of the
leading e-commerce players with over 4.5M customer base across Pakistan. Bookme.pk is a completely cashless platform in terms of
digital transactions. Moreover, Bookme.pk is also integrated with top banks and telcos across the country. For more information
please visit: www.bookme.pk/
About 1LINK:
1LINK Pvt Ltd, owned by a consortium of 11 banks, is the country’s 1st PSO/PSP and largest switch and payment system, providing a
host of valuable online banking services like ATM switching, Bills Payment, Inter Bank Funds Transfer, Fraud Risk Management, Switch
Dispute Resolution, Global Payment Schemes, PayPak – Domestic Payment Scheme, etc. 1LINK is continuously evolving and adding
new products and services to benefit the financial industry. For more information please visit: www.1link.net.pk

